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Talk in 4 parts: 
Preface – why Flor Garduño, 
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The work of Todd Hido, 
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Preface:
Why Flor Garduño?

You probably don’t know this photographer…
“2nd tier” photographer, just like Todd Hido:
• Internationally known and collected 
• High priced prints ($500-6000)
• Yet not the household name like a Herb Ritts or Richard Avedon

So why not talk about Ritts or Avedon then? 
As a little mind exercise, let’s look at these images: 



-> the nude as art object… and …?

What do these photos all have in common?



All images are photographed by famous photographers – I am very inspired by them -
but also: these photographers are all white men (Western upbringing) 

What if you go beyond this view that white men have of the female body – will the viewpoint change?



Imogen Cunningham

The nude body in the works of different female artists, from different backgrounds and ethnicities

Different viewpoints & experiences -> this can expand our own view and how we approach making images



Flor Garduño

Seminal photo for me: it’s ok to explore your own unique vision



Flor Garduño at Paris Photo 2002
Cover of Aperture magazine

Homage created in 2013
(Stefanie Timmermann)
I even grew this plant for the large leaves…



Flor Garduño biography
• Born 1957 in Mexico City, but grew up in close contact to 

farming
• 1976: Studied Visual Arts at Antigua Academia de San Carlos, 

especially influenced by Kati Horna
• 1979: Assistant to Manuel Álvarez Bravo, the famous Mexican 

photographer often called one of the founders of modern 
photography, she worked with silver, platinum, palladium

• Worked for Dept. Of Public Education under Mariana 
Yampolsky, illustrating school books for indigenous 
populations, visited remote rural zones in search for subjects

• First exhibit in 1982, first book in 1985:                                   
“Magia del juego eterno” (Magic of the eternal game)

• “Witnesses of Time” –book, 1992; international breakthrough, 
translated into 5 languages, touring exhibit into 40 countries

Work by Kati Horna

Work by Manuel Álvarez Bravo

‘Water’ seminal work 
by Garduño during 

her work for the 
department of 

Education

Image from the 
book “Magia del 
juego eterno”

Image from the book “Witnesses of 
time” (‘the grandfather of time’)



Garduño’s Style: 
• Portraits, Still life, Nudes, Street scenes; 

• Exclusively black&white, natural light

• Symbolism, sensitivity in portraits, Mexican cultural heritage, mystical archetypes

• “Magic realism” 



Children

This is her daughter…
Parallels to Sally Mann in
using incidental nudity of 
her own children





Garduño’s children:
• Incidental nudity
• Symbolism
• Unusual props



Still life

Pomegranate – introduced by Spanish in 16th century, represents the red of Mexican flag, often associated with fertility



Cacao pod – for making cocoa, native to Mexico, harkens back to Mayan/Aztec cultures



Garduño’s still lifes:
• Very simple setup
• Strongly directional light, 

texture important
• Subjects are important in 

Mexican culture

Pistils (female part of flower) from calla lily. Calla lilies made famous in Mexico by Diego Riviera.

Taken together, the symbolism is 
maybe that of strong fertile women 
and land, Mexican cultural heritage. 
Might not be evident to casual 
Western observer.



Portraits/People





Garduño’s people photographs:
• A kind of poignant sadness
• Simplicity 
• Strong sense of the bizarre or metaphysical



Nudes





Garduño’s nudes: not objects, not goddesses, but a celebration of humanity



Trilogy – book/compendium/monograph, 2011
Important collection of works from Flor Garduño, called ‘A dance in three movements’
Contains works from the portfolios ‘Bestiarium’, ‘Fantastic Women’, and ‘Silent Natures’



“Bestiarium” (also a standalone book, 1991)

“Man or jaguar? Woman or little owl? Or maybe, simply, one and the other, incarnated 
twice in the same soul? Images dedicated to the world of the animal archetype.” (from 
Garduño’s website)









“Fantastic women” 
(also an exhibit, 2007)

“(…) a series of universalizing images (…) 
woman is depicted here as a multiplicity 
of symbols”
Teresa Siza







“Silent natures”

Still lifes – “natura morta”







Flor Garduño the artist:
“I use the body to tell stories, to recreate myths and personal dreams”

“(…)a bridge between worlds – the sacred and the quotidian” Lyle Rexer, 
Photograph magazine, January 2017

“I used to suffer so much over my work. I worried about my creativity and 
obsessed about the quality of everything I did. My biggest enemy was myself. 
Now I just work. I do photography with joy.” Flor Garduño, 2017

Taking a critical look at Flor Garduño:
• Use of Mexican heritage, myths and symbolism – timeless or 

regurgitation?
• Use of indigenous people (does not feel exploitative, but how do her 

subjects feel?)
• Feminist, activist through her photos, feels strongly about violence against 

women and poverty of women – but is this enough to make a difference?



Todd Hido

This is Todd Hido….



… and this is also Todd Hido. He shoots not just fine arts, he also 
teaches and does commercial photography – he’s more of a brand.



Todd Hido Biography
• Born 1968, in Kent, Ohio
• 1991-2 BFAs from Rhode Island School of 

Design, RI and Tufts University/School of the 
Museum of Fine Arts

• 1996 MFA California College of the Arts and 
Crafts

• Now lives and works in San Francisco Bay area
• Eureka Fellowship (2001), Fleischhacker

Foundation
• Solo exhibits in Stephen Wirtz Gallery, SF, and 

Bruce Silverstein gallery, NY and many more
• Many books, often published by Nazraeli Press, 

for example “House hunting”, “A road divided”, 
“Nymph daughters, “Silver meadows”

• “One day, ten photographers” - ten books of 
photographs taken on 21 June 2010 (by 10 
different photographers: also including Rinko
Kawauchi and Martin Parr)

• Book covers for re-edition of Raymond Carver 
tomes (poet, short story writer)

• Interviews, educational book (from Aperture)

Victoria Beckham collection, Fall 2014
From the book “A road divided”, 2010

He seem a little bit like a renaissance man – he does everything.



Hido’s Style
• Suburban scenes + landscapes: night 

photography, abandoned homes, 
foreclosed interiors – nearly always 
with signs of inhabitation

• Nudes and portraits of women –
often archetypes (victims?)

• Prefers analog capture, will 
extensively modify after capture, 
especially color saturation 
(darkroom and computer)

• Usually existing light, especially 
suburban scenes

• Will drive around for unstaged
scenes/landscapes, directs models 
minimally and prefers working alone 
or just with one model and maybe 
one assistant (no MUA, hair stylist, 
wardrobe person etc)

• Most of his work references his past in some way, predominantly sad, forlorn, always ambiguous, ‘quiet 
drama’

• Uses blur, oof, condensation on windshields, grime to ‘dirty up’ his images
• Sequences his images carefully, storytelling
• Uses ‘found photos’ within such storytelling (repurposing)



From his portfolio
“Homes at night”





Homes at night… Portrait format preferred
Homes at an angle, not straight on
Often in fog, always a light on
Prefers to isolate his subjects



Three spreads from his book 
“Excerpts from Silver meadows”

Sequencing,
Repurposed found photos

Storytelling



From his portfolio
“Interiors”





Signs of inhabitation
Yet empty, feelings of abandonment
1950-60ies aesthetic 
Often dreamy light for a rather sordid looking environment

Hido’s interiors…



From his portfolio
“Landscapes”
My favorite portion of
Hido’s work…













Poetic landscapes…

Hido’s landscapes 
• Are often tilted 
• And/or contain an angled 

element
• Taken from the car window
• Make use of condensation 

from his breath, fog, rain 
drops

• Show man-made elements
• Depict an open road
• Stretch the definition of 

landscape sometimes



Hido’s portraits

Again, his definition is very broad. (These images are called ‘portraits’ in his portfolios.)





When is the last time you saw a reincarnation of Brigitte Bardot?





Hido’s portraits…

• Exclusively women
• Often in a state of undress
• Film noir type lighting, deep shadows
• Will use very unfocused photos, 

reflections etc for emotional impact



Hido’s artist persona – sensitive troubled loner, 
doomed to re-find & picture his abusive past,

the analog guy who uses only natural or found light

As always, the reality is more complicated:

“His assistant rapidly changed lenses and film and manipulated the hot white light. It 
was an impeccably choreographed display of efficiency between the two of 
them(…)” – Larissa Archer

His archival inkjet prints are sold in Casemore/Kirkeby gallery in SF.



The problem with Hido…

“There is a strange opposition in 
Hido’s vision. His unpeopled scenes 
are gravid with unarticulated 
emotion and withheld answers to 
unformed questions —  (…)
Hido’s photographs of women —
(…) he rehashes regrettable and 
outmoded cultural clichés when he 
trains his lens on human beings.”
Larissa Archer, “I modelled for Todd 
Hido”, Vantage magazine, 2015



“These women seem like passive bit players in other people’s dramas, their main function is 
sexual, they’re victims of their own, if not someone else’s, bad decisions.”
Larissa Archer



“…we talked about whether it was possible to portray a woman 
in the sort of fraught situations he imagined, but in a way that 
still afforded her some power, and some agency. (…) But it 
seemed like a new concept to Hido (…)”
Larissa Archer

However…



At their best, both Garduño and Hido investigate the human condition in deceptively  
simple photos, diving under the surface veneer and baring the soul.



Emulating the style 
of Todd Hido and Flor Garduño



Todd Hido

Straight shot, similar subject matter Wait for atmospheric conditions, highly saturate colors

--- a few easy ways ---



Create your 
own 
atmospheric 
conditions in 
situ (blowing 
on objective, 
smearing filter 
with vasoline
etc)

Photograph through a wet or dirty windshield



Post-production: straight scene overlayed with a texture (here: ice), use layer mask to reveal portions of base layer



Flor Garduño
--- make underlying idea your own ---

(photo by Stefanie Timmermann)
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